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Sircar, Dines Chandra—[Sources of Karnataka History]
Vol. I, by S. Srikantha Sastri. Mysore, 1940. See ABIHL
III, No. 1676.	[1303
" The learned author has collected and arranged in an approximately
chronological order passages relating to the history of the Karnataka
region from inscriptions and works in Kanarese, Telugu, Tamil, Sans"
krit and Marathi. There are also a few passages from translations of
works in Greek (the Periplus, Ptolemy's Geography, the farce in the
Oxyrhhyncus Papyri No. 4137), Chinese (Yuan Chwang's Si-yu-ki) and
(Persian Tabari). The extracts in the volume under notices refer to
the Satakarnis and Kadambas of Kuntala, the Calukyas of Badami and
Kalyani, the Rastrakutas of Malkhed, the Kalacuryas of Kalyani and
the Yadavas of Devagiri	His  short introduction  deals witn such
interesting topics relating to Karnataka as its geography, political
history, arts and literature, religion, social and economic conditions and
Karnataka culture. The volume contains no less than twenty genea-
logical tables ". IHQ. XVII, pp. 133-134-
Wakaskar,   V.   S.—Malik   Amber,   (Marathi   text).     Shri
Sayaji Bal ;Jayana  Mala Vol.  165.   Crown 8vo.   pp.  88.
•	• P. A. Chitre, Baroda, 1941.   (?)	[1304
Malik Amber, the Abyssinian soldier of fortune, general, statesman
and administrator made history by his genius, bravery and loyal support
of the Ahmednagar principality carved out of the Bahamani Kingdom
of the Deccan. He initiated the guerilla method of warfare, specially
suited to the mountainous terrain of Maharashtra, successfully adopted
-	by the Marathas after him,
Kashmir, The Punjab, The United Provinces
and Oudh
Benares—Benares.   SC.   VI, (Science Congress Supplement),
pp. 10-22.	[1305
Gives full description of Benares and its early history.
Cadell, P. E.—[Warren Hastings and Oudh.] by 0. Collins
Bavies, London, 1939. See ABIHL II, No. 332. [1306
"It is satisfactory to find that Mr. Davies in his careful and well-
documented study agrees with the verdict, now generally accepted by
impartial historians, that in these cases Hastings was either justified,
or, at the worst, was compelled by circumstances, for most of which
he had not responsibility, to take a line sterner and more unbending
than his own inclination or unfettered judgment would have suggested ".
JRAS. iw, pp. 175-177-

